EU proposes rules for fair competition
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Is Europe giving up on its airline industry?
In the past days the EU has taken decisions that favour third country carriers to the
detriment of EU jobs. These cases show that Europe is giving up on one of its key
industries.

First case: Following the takeover of TNT by FEDEX, the European Commission is allowing
this US-American Express Cargo operators to use “virtual fifth freedom” rights to expand
their business to Europe, flying the routes that were flown before by Belgian based
pilots. Keep reading +
by Capt. Dirk Polloczek, ECA President

Getting the FUEL equation right
The tragic accident with a charter plane carrying a Brazilian football team in November 2016
showed the world how important it is to have the fuel calculations right. Less fuel on board
of aircraft can save money and time to airlines. Aircraft with less fuel are less heavy and
need less fuel. This race to cut fuel costs affects pilots heavily. They must solve the

impossible equation of loading sufficient fuel to have a reasonable margin of safety and and
comply with their management’s cost cutting target. Keep reading +

Fair in the air - new EU tools for fair competition
The European Commission is slowly but steadily cracking down on the unfair competition
by 3rd country carriers. A new set of rules, proposed in June 2017, aims at ending the
suffering of EU airlines caused by years of fierce competition with state-owned, heavily
subsidized Gulf carriers. Keep reading +

#EUAviation25 is a success story for airlines & customers.
Let's make it one for the employees too
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Fuel policy: safety & consistency
This position paper provides general recommendations regarding fuel policy, an overview of
the different fuel phases of flight and further fuel related issues for commercial air transport
operation.

Download pdf or read online.

Is the PILOT
profession
experiencing an
IDENTITY crisis?
What can we do about it?
Your answers to the survey questions will
be a great help!

#EUAviation25: giving voice to the untold stories
Part of a campaign by the EU Commission, you will hear about low ticket prices, increased
connectivity & business opportunities. While this is indeed a story that needs to be told,
there are other – less successful but equally important – stories which deserve
attention. We decided to give voice to those untold stories.
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The European Cockpit Association represents the collective interests of professional pilots at European
level, striving for the highest levels of aviation safety and fostering social rights and quality employment.
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